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Virtual Human Hand:
Autonomous Grasping Strategy
Esteban Pen˜a Pitarch
Uviversitat Politecnica de Catalynia
Spain
1. Introduction
Several researchers have spent time and effort studying grasping under different points of
view, grasping objects in virtual environments (VE) is one of them. Now that the grasping
strategy in VE has been solved, the next step is grasping any object in a VE, with minimum
interaction with the user. In this chapter, we develop a new strategy for autonomous grasping
in a virtual environment, based on the knowledge of a few object attributes like size, task,
and shape. When the object is input a VE, the user chooses the object from among others,
chooses a task inherent to the object selected, and then we implement a semi-intelligence
algorithm, which makes a decision about how to grasp the selected object. When the system
makes a decision, it determines whether the object is in the workspace of the hand. If it is
then grasps, if is not, the virtual human (VH) moves to closer to the object so that it is now
graspable. Simulation in VE is becoming more relevant every day and becoming a tool for
designing new products. In the grasping area, grasping objects in a VE is commonly used by
several researchers, but they don’t pay attention to autonomous grasp. Autonomous grasp
is an interesting problem, and its application in VE can help teach grasping to people with
some diseases like ictus or those with amputations. It can also be used in robotics to teach the
robotics hand to grasp.
2. Basic Concepts
For basic concepts, we introduce definitions from the literature Kapandji (1996), Tubiana
(1981), Tubiana et al. (1996).
Free Motion In free motion, the hand moves freely in space. The basic free motions possible
for the hand are:
∙ Opening: Fully extending the fingers and the thumb until the hand is fully open, as in
the anatomical position.
∙ Closing: Fully flexing until the hand is closed in a fist with the thumb overlapping the
index and middle fingers.
∙ Clawing: The motion that reaches the terminal position of metacarpophalangeal (MP)
extension, interphalangeal (IP) flexion.
∙ Reciprocal: The motion that reaches a terminal position of MP flexion, IP extension.

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Twelve variations of these motions are observed if the terminal position of each motion is the
starting point of each other motion.
ResistedMotionResistedmotion is that performed by the hand against an external resistance,
for the purpose of exerting force on an external object and sometimes changing its position.
∙ Power grip: Gripping an object against the palm (primarily isometric motion).
∙ Precision handling: Manipulation of an object by the thumb and fingers, not in contact
with the palm (primarily isometric motion).
∙ Pinch: Isometric compression between the thumb and fingers.
3. Grasping Parameters
Before grasping the object, the VH needs do some actions first. We classify these actions as
pre-grasp, grasp, and after-grasp. To concentrate only on grasp, we consider the object and
the VH in position, meaning that the object is in the workspace of the hand. Pre-grasp actions
are:
∙ Hand Position: The position of the wrist respect to the object.
∙ Hand Orientation: The hand has adequate orientation for the grasp.
These two pre-grasp actions need to work together. If we consider each separately, a good
position with a bad orientation, results in an inability to grasp the object, and good orientation
with a bad position results in the object not being reachable. In our algorithm both actions are
doing in same time.
In this dissertation, after-grasp actions are considered in terms of the final position of the
object.
Grasp involves operations related to the hand and the object, and we consider grasp touch,
pull, push, etc. If we take the definition from a dictionary, one of the definitions is to take
hold of or seize firmly with the hand. We extend this definition to include touch, pull, etc.,
ultimately amplifying the concept of grasp.
Parameters for the object and the hand are considered in the new step called grasp.
∙ Object Attributes: In the virtual environment, the object was built with techniques of
computer-aided geometric design, and the basic attributes there are known. Other at-
tributes, such as temperature, are described below.
∙ Hand Orientation: Hand orientation is related to hand shape. An adequate lecture of
object attributes can give all possible options for grasp, with axes, planes, etc. Hand
surface and object surface can give the hand orientation relative to the object.
∙ Hand Position: Hand position is similar to hand orientation and follows the same proce-
dures for positioning the wrist as in the function of the object attributes.
∙ Task: This parameter can help the virtual human decide how to grasp the object.
∙ Object Initial Position : In some operations we need to know the initial position.
∙ Object Final Position : In some operations we need to know the final position.
∙ One or Two Hands : This parameter is related to several of the attributes discussed above.
∙ Finger Number : The number of fingers to use, depending on the type of grasp, object
shape, etc.
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∙ Object Weight : Object weight can be derived from the object shape if we know the
density.
∙ Object Stability: For any small movement close to the position of equilibrium, the object
stays in the equilibrium position.
∙ Hand Anthropometry: Virtual humans like real humans, have different-sized hands.
4. Relationship between Grasping Parameters
In this section, we establish the relationship between parameters and demonstrate that they
need work together sometimes. To show this relationship, we present Figure 1. This figure
shows the relationship independent of the dominant hand; for our VH, the dominant hand is
usually the right hand.
Fig. 1. Relation between grasping parameters
In this figure, fill arrows indicate functions between parameters that connect, arrows with
dashed lines show relationships, the elliptic shapes are for the object, and rectangular shapes
are for the hand. Hand orientation and hand position are related and closed with a dashed
rectangle; both parameters work together, and we classify both as hand initial posture.
Hand initial position is a direct function with object initial position; they each depend one the
other, e.g. in order to perform some action with the object, knowledge of the hand becomes
necessary and with this first approximation we can know if the object is reachable or not.
These parameters are related to object attributes, i.e., the object attributes permit different
actions and depend on the hand initial position. In a similar way, the task can be done in
relation with the hand initial position, i.e., if the object is not in the workspace, the task cannot
be done.
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The object weight, also relates to the object attributes, in the virtual environment, if we know
the geometry and the density of the object we can know the weight with the geometric relation
W = V0.γ in absolute terms, where W is the weight, V0 is the volume, and γ is the specific
weight .
The number of fingers and hand anthropometry are related, and the hands are used during
the action too.
Object stability is a function of the object shape; a tall glass is less stable than a short glass
when it is sitting on a table.
When the action is to do some particular task, the action is related directly to whether one or
two hands are used or how many fingers are used. In the section below, we describe some
tasks in which we can see this relation.
5. Parameters and Relationship
5.1 Object Attributes
Figure 2, shows the object attributes from engineering design. Attributes inherent to the object
are volume, mass, inertia center, and inertia matrix. Some commercial programs call these
characteristics, but we call them attributes. Inertia center is the center of mass (COM). Other
attributes are:
∙ Temperature
∙ Fragility
∙ Surface shape
Fig. 2. Object with some attributes information
Temperature: When the objects have a temperature, this attribute can help decide what type
of grasp is required.. For example, when grasping a mug, if the object are is filled with hot
coffee and the action is to move we do not can grasp the side.
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Fragile: If the object is fragile, this attribute can help decide what type of grasp is required.
Surface Shape: In a virtual environment, when we use the B-rep form found in the references
Hoschek & Lasser (1993), Farin et al. (2002), Zeid (2005), and Wang & Wang (1986) , we show
the definition of the object shape. In domain M in the plane with parameters (u,v), there is
continuously differentiable and locally injective mapping M → S, which takes points (u,v) in
M into ℜ3. Then every point in the image set S can be described by a vector function Xi(u,v),
where i = 1, . . . ,n and n is the number of object, and represents the object i selected by the
user. Xi(u,v) is called the parametrization of the surface S for the object i, and u,v are called the
parameters of this representation; see Figure 3.
Fig. 3. Parametric surface
A parametrization is regular if for every point of S, the normal vector is defined:
∣∣∣∣∣
∂Xi
∂u
×
∂Xi
∂v
∣∣∣∣∣ ∕= 0 (1)
If
∣∣∣ ∂Xi∂u × ∂Xi∂v
∣∣∣ has a zero at the point P(u0,v0), then the surface has a singularity at P.
The tangent vector to a surface curve Xi(u(t),v(t)) can be computed as
X˙i =
∂Xi
∂u
u˙ +
∂Xi
∂v
v˙ (2)
In particular, the tangents to the parametric curves are given by
Xiu =
∂Xi
∂u
(lines v = const.), Xiv =
∂Xi
∂v
(lines u = const.) (3)
The two vectors ∂X
i
∂u and
∂Xi
∂v uniquely determine the plane, which is tangent to the surface at
the point P(u,v).
The unit normal vector to the surface can compute for the object, using the vector product, as
No =
Xiu × X
i
v∣∣Xiu × Xiv∣∣ (4)
Usually we assume that the hand size is defined by two parameters, HL = 190 mm (Hand
Length) and HB = 90 mm (Hand Breadth). With these two parameters and the object size, we
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can know if the virtual human can grasp the object as a whole or if it needs to search for parts
of the object for grasp, i.e., one cannot grasp a whole chair, but we can grasp the back of the
chair.
5.2 Hand Orientation
For hand orientation, we use the theory for two oriented surfaces. In this case the hand sur-
face is oriented with the object surface, and the hand can be the right, left, or both hands. For
simplify, we refer in this case to the right hand; the same equations can apply for the left hand
or both hands. One surface MH , where the subscript H indicates the hand surface, is ori-
entable if the mapping of MH → S
2 is regular, and the vector normal is defined in Equation 4.
If we change to other coordinates (u1,v1), shown for the hand in Figure 4, the new parametric
representation is
Y
j
u1 × Y
j
v1 =
∂(u,v)
∂(u1,v1)
Xiu × X
i
v (5)
where j = 1,2, 1 for the right hand, 2 for the left hand, and for the corresponding unit vector:
NH = ǫNo (6)
where
ǫ = sign
∣∣∣∣ ∂(u,v)∂(u1,v1)
∣∣∣∣ (7)
The orientation in the new parametrization is the same if the Jacobian of the transformation
is positive, and is opposed if it is negative.
Fig. 4. Parametric surface for the hand
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5.3 Hand Position
To consider the hand position with respect to the object, we refer this position with respect to
the wrist. For us the global position for the hand is given by the position of the wrist. The
point of reference for the object is the COM.
When the object enters the virtual environment, we know the position of COM. That is infor-
mation inherent with the object; the position of the wrist is also known in each moment.
The coordinates of COM are xic = [x
i
c y
i
c z
i
c]
T , and the coordinates of the wrist are x
j
w =
[x
j
w y
j
w z
j
w]
T . We can locate the hand (wrist) with respect to the object with the linear transfor-
mation:
x
j
w = Ax
i
c (8)
where A is a transformation matrix. Figure 5 shows the wrist position with respect to the
center of mass in pre-grasp action.
Fig. 5. Hand position respect the object
5.4 Task
The task is the most important attribute, and many times it decides for itself how to grasp the
object; i.e., when grasping a mug containing drink, the usual response is to grasp the handle;
when moving the mug, we can grasp the handle or the top. The task in the dictionary (Oxfort
English Dictionary) is a piece of work assigned or done as part of one’s duties. Follow this definition
and the definition of task analysis.
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Task Analysis: Task analysis is the analysis or a breakdown of exactly how a task is accom-
plished, such as what sub-tasks are required.
We divide tasks and sub-tasks into elemental actions, i.e., open the door is a task, and the
elemental action is pulling or push. This elemental action can also be used for other tasks, like
moving a joystick in a machine.
5.4.1 Elementary Actions
Pull: To pull is to apply force so as to cause or tend to cause motion toward the source of the
force. This action can be done with one, two, three, or four fingers. We define this as PLi,
where i = 1 . . . 4 and PL1 means pulling with one finger and so on.
Push: To push is to apply pressure against for the purpose of moving. The number of fingers
used is the similar as for pulling, but we add the use of the palm. We define this as PSi, where
i = 1 . . . 5 and PS3 is pushing with three fingers.
Pinch: A pinch is isometric compression between the thumb and the fingers. The number of
fingers to used is defined as PIi, where i = 1 . . . 4 and PI2 is pinching one object with the thumb
and two fingers.
Power Grasp: A power grasp is the gripping of an object against the palm. We define this
action as PG.
Precision Handling: Precision handling is the manipulation of an object by thumb and fin-
gers, not in contact with the palm. We define this action as PHi, where i = 1 . . . 4 and PH4 is
precision handling with the thumb and four fingers.
Touch: To touch is to cause or permit a part of the body, especially the hand or fingers, to
come into contact with so as to feel. We consider this action is transformed with the index. We
define TO for touch.
5.5 Object Initial Position
The point of reference for object initial position is the center of mass (COM) of the object; this
point is independent of the type of grasp, but the wrist position is referred to this point. In
Figure 5 we can see the object position with respect to the wrist. This position in the global
coordinates of the virtual environment (VE) tells the system where it is with respect to the
global coordinates of the virtual human. Object initial position is defined by:
xic = [x
i
c y
i
c z
i
c]
T (9)
5.6 Object Final Position
Knowledge of final position permits us to know a priori if the virtual human can do the task;
if it cannot do the task, we need add some actions like walking, advancing the body, etc. To
tell the system to add actions, a check of the workspace helps us determine the reachability of
the action. In some tasks, i.e., moving a joystick in a machine to elevate the load, the object is
fixed in the base and only moves with the constraints of spherical joints; the final position is
always the same as the initial position.
We can use equations similar to those used for determining hand position to determine object
final position. We know the object initial position relative to COM xic = [x
i
c y
i
c z
i
c]
T , and we
know the object final position relative to COM xif = [x
i
f y
i
f z
i
f ]
T , both with respect to the global
coordinates. The relationship between the initial and final position is:
xif = Bx
i
c (10)
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where B is a transformation matrix.
5.7 One or Two Hands
This parameter is a function of the shape of object. Shape provides information about the size
and the weight of object, which determine if one hand or both hands are used or if the action
is not performed.
5.8 Number of Fingers
For touching, a virtual human only needs one finger, but for precision handling, the virtual
human may need one, two, three, four, or five fingers for grasp. This parameters is a function
of the shape and weight of the object.
5.9 Stability
Analysis of stability for some objects helps us to determine whether or not the object in a
particular position can be touched. An example is a tall bottle. If the virtual human touch the
top of the bottle and it is not stable the botlle can lose stability and fall. Falling not is the final
reaction when we touch the object.
From the statics equilibrium, we can calculate if the object’s position is stable, unstable, or
neutral equilibrium; this is interesting to know for the actions of pulling, pinching, or touch-
ing. The general case with one degree of freedom for the object, defined by independent
coordinate s, is
dV
ds
= 0,
d2V
ds2
> 0 stable equilibrium
dV
ds
= 0,
d2V
ds2
< 0 unstable equilibrium
dV
ds
=
d2V
ds2
=
d3V
ds3
= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = 0 neutral equilibrium
where V is the potential energy of the object.
5.10 Hand Anthropometry
We give the hand anthropometry for a 95th-percentile human hand related to the hand length
and breadth. This parametric length for each bone permit the simulation of almost all the
population.
6. Mathematical Model
We have defined task in elemental actions, and these actions are related to some parameters.
In this section, we write each elemental action and show the equations in the function of
parameters.
Pull(OS,HO,HP,T,OIP,OTH,FN,ST,HA)
Push(HO,HP,T,OIP,OFP,OTH,FN,ST,HA)
Pinch(OS,HO,HP,T,OIP,OFP,FN,HA)
Power grasp(OS,HO,HP,T,OTH,FN,HA)
Precision handling(OS,HO,HP,T,FN,ST,HA)
where:
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OS= Object Shape, and the mathematical function is Xi(u,v)
HO= Hand Orientation, Yj(u1,v1)
HP= Hand Position, x
j
w = Ax
i
c
T= Task, user chooses the task
OIP= Object Initial Position, xic = [x
i
c y
i
c z
i
c]
T
OFP= Object Final Position, xif = [x
i
f y
i
f z
i
f ]
T
OTH= One or Two Hands, a function of OS and represented by, OTH = f (OS)
FN= Finger Number, FN = f (OS)
ST= Object Stability, dV
HA= Hand Anthropometry, HL, HB
6.1 Pull
Pulling is a function of the object shape because in order to do this action we need to know a
priori if is permitted to pull or not. For example, we can pull a door even though it is a big
object, but we cannot pull a wall even though it is a similar object shape. The shape of the
object can give us additional information, such as which parts of the object to pull.
It is also a function of hand orientation and hand position that if the object is outside the
workspace of the hand, the virtual human cannot do this action. However, if the virtual
human moves, he can reach the object.
As discussed earlier, task is the most important, because it can determine whether or not the
action is pulling.
Object initial position is related to the workspace and hand position, i.e., object and hand
position are two parameters that work together to define the object reachability.
When pulling, humans use one or two hands; for realistic actions, virtual humans use similar
behavior and sometimes pull a door using two hands and pull a joystick using only one hand.
In similar way, we can use a determinate number of fingers; for pulling a door with two hands,
the virtual human uses all the fingers, and for pulling a joystick and two fingers are sufficient.
Object stability helps determine if a small variation in the equilibrium position causes the
object to lose the equilibrium; or not, e.g., pulling a 1.5-liter bottle of water by the top can
cause the bottle to fall, and this is not the final position that the virtual environment is looking
for.
Hand anthropometry helps to pull an object and can tell the system which part to pull, e.g.,
for a door, the handle.
6.2 Push
Knowledge of hand orientation, hand position, task, and object initial position are similar for
the action of pull.
If we know object final position in pushing, we can see if this action can completed without
additional actions, like walking or moving the virtual human.
The other parameters considerations for pulling apply here.
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Fig. 6. Lateral pinch
6.3 Pinch
Let me explain why pinching is function of the parameters shown above. Picture 6 shows a
lateral pinch for a key; the virtual human is using the thumb and the index finger laterally.
To pinch a key, is the object shape was analyzed first, then the hand orientation and hand
position with respect to the object and then the object initial position and final position were
considered. If the action were putting the key in a lock and rotating it ninety degrees to open
or close the door, the final position for the object is the lock. Finger number in this case,
following our definition above, is PL1 because only one finger and the thumb is used and
pinching always uses the thumb. Finally, the hand anthropometry was considered because in
some cases the object with respect to the hand is too big for pinching, in this case, the object
and the hand are in good proportion.
6.4 Power Grasp
In the object shape function, if the object is so big compared to the hand anthropometry that
the virtual human cannot grasp the whole object, it can look for a part to grasp, e.g., a frying
pan was designed for power grasping the handle. Shape can tell us the possibles parts for
grasping.
All the other parameters have a similar role, which we describe above for the other basic
functions.
6.5 Precision Handling
Precision handling is similar to power grasping with respect to the function parameters. The
only remarkable difference is that in this case normally we only use one hand, and do not use
the palm. In the function of the action relative to the object, the virtual human can use one,
two, or more fingers. At this time the number of fingers to use is related to the object shape
and the task to perform.
7. Grasping Strategy
We have defined all the parameters that work in grasping, and in this section we present the
process of grasping. Figure 7, presents a flowchart of grasping. The objects are in the virtual
environment, and the user chooses one object from among several. Each object has attached
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information about several attributes, like task, shape, position of center of mass, etc.; these
attributes help the system make a decision. Some objects can do different tasks, e.g., if the
object is a mug, the task can be moving or drinking. Therefore, in this first approximation the
user chooses the task inherent to the object.
Once the user chooses a task, the system helps make a decision about how to grasp because
the system knows the attributes of the object and the task. But maybe the object is not in the
workspace of the virtual human; if this is true, we need to tell the virtual human approximate-
lyhow to put the object in the workspace of the hand.
Fig. 7. Grasping flowchart
With the types of grasp and the shape of the object, the next step is to calculate the number of
fingers and hands to use for grasping the object, and then grasp.
This is a heuristic definition for grasping. In the next section, we explain the semi algorithm
for grasping the object.
7.1 Objects Input in the Virtual Environment
When the objects are in the virtual environment and the user choose one object to grasp, the
system reads all of the attributes and saves them in a file with the extension ”*.txt”, which
allows the file to be used in any code of language. Figure 2 shows an object with attributes
like center of mass (COM) or, in this case, Inertia center, volume, mass, characteristics, and
Inertia matrix.
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7.2 User Chooses Object
This action occurs when there are many objects in the virtual environment; if virtual environ-
ment has only one object, the virtual human will know the object. One example is that the
virtual human is taking a breakfast, and the objects on the table (virtual environment) are a
coffee mug, cereal bowl, and spoon. The user chooses a coffee mug, and this inherently has
all the properties with the center of mass, of course can change position of center of mass is
function of quantity of coffee. For this the object, there are two reasonable tasks, drinking or
moving. If the task chosen by the user is drinking, once the virtual human has drunk, it will
put the coffee mug back on the table in the same position. During this process, the position of
the wrist of the virtual human is known, the position of the center of mass is known, and we
can calculate the hand orientation for performing this action.
7.3 User Chooses Task
This action is mentioned above, and the preceding section has an example of the task and how
the user chooses.
7.4 Making a Decision
Inputs in a simple associator are task, weight, shape, temperature, etc., and output pattern is
type of grasp, i.e. pinch, pull, etc. When VH take a decision there is based in a system linearly
separable.
Fig. 8. Single perceptron
Figure 8 show a single perceptron from theworks Hagan et al. (1996), Haykin (1999),Anderson
(1997) where the input vector is z = [z1,z2, . . . ,zd]
T , bias is b, the weight vector considering
each input is w = [ω1,ω2, . . . ,ωd]
T , and the weight for the bias is ω0.
In our case we choose apply these networks for a classification problems, in which the inputs
are binary images of attributes like task, shape, temperature, and density. The output of the
perceptron is given by
y = g(
d
∑
j=1
ωjφj(z) +ω0) = g(z
TŒ) (11)
whereŒ denotes the vector formed from the activations φ0, . . . ,φd , and the function of activa-
tion in this case is a symmetric saturating linear (satlins), because this are a linearly separable.
The input/output relation is:
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g(a) = −1 a < −1
g(a) = a −1≤ a ≤ 1
g(a) = 1 n > 1
7.5 Determining Whether Object is Reachable and Approximating
The answer to this question can be found in Chapter four, where the analysis of workspace
for the hand was studied. When checking the workspace for each finger with respect to the
wrist position, the virtual human can know if the object with respect to the wrist position is
reachable or not. If the object not is reachable, the virtual human can perform some actions to
approximate, like walk and reduce the space to a convenient distance between the wrist and
the center of mass of the object.
7.6 Choosing Number of Fingers and Hands
Based on object shape and hand anthropometry, we can determine if the use of one hand is
adequate or if the use of two hands is required. Based on the geometric primitives for a regular
basketball and one person with a 185 mm hand length, the ball cannot be grasped with one
hand; two hands are required. Some objects are designed to grasp with both hands. Normally,
if the object to be grasped is based on the primitive geometries for a sphere, cylinder, or box,
if the dimensions for grasp are greater than the hand length, it automatically requires two
hands.
I f D > HL, then use two hands
where D is the side dimensions to grasp, and HL is the hand length.
To determine the number of fingers to use for a grasp, parameters like object shape, hand
anthropometry, type of grasp, and task are used . We define elemental actions, and each
elemental action shows the number of fingers to use. Power grasp and touch do not need
the number of fingers defined; normally a power grasp uses five fingers and touch uses the
index finger. Other grasp types are a function of parameters mentioned earlier. For precision
handling, a primitive sphere is a function of the shape, or better if the radius of equator of
sphere is ρ we can define the number of fingers how:
I f 1<= ρ <= 20 mm then PL1
I f 20<= ρ <= 40 mm then PL2
I f 40<= ρ <= 60 mm then PL3
I f 60<= ρ <= 90 mm then PL4
where the subscript 2 means the thumb and two fingers, and subscript 3 means thumb and
three fingers, and so on.
We can use the same relationship for pinching. Pulling and pushing are also a function of
size of the object; normally, to push a door we use all the fingers, but sometimes if we know
the door, we use two or three fingers. For this analysis, we always use five fingers, similar to
pulling.
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7.7 Grasp
The last action is grasping. Grasping is function of the parameters founded above and forward
and inverse kinematics. For several reasons, we prefer to explain the action of grasping in the
next chapter and work in several examples demonstrating how this theory works in a virtual
human. The output of grasp in this flowchart is the type of grasp and how the grasp uses all
the parameters shown in this chapter. Figure 9 shows a type of grasp based on the task and
other parameters. The positions of fingers are determined as a function of all the parameters
defined for grasping, i.e., when grasping a mug to drink from the side, the object in this
position has a cylindric shape and the virtual human knows the COM. Based on this, we can
calculate the hand position and orientation and the position for all the fingers. In the case
shown in Figure 9, the task is drinking, the beverage contained in the mug is hot, and the
weight is light. In this case, the decision is to grasp for a handle, and the virtual environment
knows the position of the handle. The handle has a known shape, and we can calculate the
number and position of fingers.
Fig. 9. Grasping a mug
8. Grasp Examples
Our approximation for to grasping is based on the movement of fingers. There are two types
of movements. For grasping with power, the movement described, each finger except the
thumb, is circular. For the second, when grasping with precision, the movement of fingertips,
including the thumb, approximates a circle. Based on these approximations, we can simulate
all the human grasping proposed by Buchcholz et al. Buchcholz et al. (1992). Pinching is a
particular case of grasping with precision. Pulling, pushing, and touching we are considered
positioning finger problems. For the first approximation of power grasping we can apply
forward kinematics and calculate all the angles for every finger. For a cylinder with radius ρ ,
Figure 10 depicts cross-section of the cylinder and the schematic phalanx bones. The angles θ
and qi are obtained from the geometry relationship. This example is considered a power.
Where angle qj for each finger, and subscript is j = I I . . .V where subindex I I is for the index,
I I I middle, IV ring, and V small. These angles are for the proximal phalanx respect to the
metacarpal bones for each finger. Similar for qk, where k = I I . . .V, the subindex mean the
same fingers related before and the angles are between proximal phalanx to medial phalanx.
For ql , where subscript is l = I I . . .V are referred to angles between middle phalanx and distal
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Fig. 10. The geometry relationship of finger segments
phalanx. All of these angles are calculated for geometry and changed from local to global with
the transformation matrix developed in Appendix A.
For the second movements, we can calculate the fingertip position for each finger when grasp
any object with precision and after applying inverse kinematics. Figures 11 and 12 depict the
fingertip positions.
The angles β and α depend on the diameter of the ball. From the observation when people
grasp a ball with radius ρ = 27.5 mm , α = 0 and β = 60o. Also we impose that the middle
finger stays in its neutral position. Therefore, we can determine the fingertip positions for the
thumb, index, and ring fingers with respect to the wrist (global) coordinate system, and the
small finger stays in the neutral position.
The inverse kinematic solutions depend on the initial values of the design variables for
both iterative and optimization-based methods. Table 1 presents the solutions (qi in de-
grees) for the index finger with the Newton-Raphson method, where the global coordinate
is [−11.22 152.341 77.4] in mm, the hand breadth is 200 mm, and the local coordinate is
[−7.3 59.9887 77.4] in mm.
From Table 1 it is shown that the convergence for Newton-Raphson method is very fast when
the initial angles are close to the solution. For the first set of initial values, the solution for joint
DIP ( q4 ) is negative and is in the range of motion. The negative angle for this joint represents
hyper-extension. However, usually, we can observe that humans never grasp this sphere by
DIP hyper-extension.
In practice, some joints in the fingers are coupled, i.e., the movement of one joint depends on
the motion of another joint. For example, each finger except the thumb has two coupled joints.
The distal interphalangeal joint (DIP) depends on the proximal interphalangeal joint (PIP) and
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Fig. 11. Grasping a sphere
Initial q1 = 0 q2 = 30 q3 = 30 q4 = 10
Iteration=7 q1 = 6.95 q2 = 39.3 q3 = 30 q4 = −7.65
Initial q1 = 0 q2 = 0 q3 = 0 q4 = 0
Iteration=10 q1 = 6.95 q2 = 42.3 q3 = 10 q4 = 26.6
Initial q1 = 0 q2 = 10 q3 = 10 q4 = 0
Iteration=7 q1 = 6.95 q2 = 42.3 q3 = 10 q4 = 26.6
Table 1. Index joint angles with Newton-Raphson method
the relationship is defined in the literature Rijpkema & Girard (1991), where the superscript i
identifies the finger, beginning with the index finger and the last ending with the small finger.
qiDIP =
2
3
qiPIP (12)
For the thumb, we can find a similar relationship:
q3 = 2(q2 −
1
6
π) (13)
q5 =
7
5
q4 (14)
The subindex shown above can found in Chapter 3.
When we impose the joint coupling function in Equation 12 to the index finger, it will have 3
DOF because q4 is a function of q3 . The result is shown in Table 2. The solution is the same
for all different initial qi values.
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Fig. 12. Equator section with position of fingertips used
Initial q1 = 0 q2 = 0 q3 = 0 q4 = −−−
Iteration=9 q1 = 6.95 q2 = 39.3 q3 = 20.13 q4 = 13.42
Initial q1 = 0 q2 = 30 q3 = 30 q4 = −−−
Iteration=7 q1 = 6.95 q2 = 39.3 q3 = 20.13 q4 = 13.42
Initial q1 = 0 q2 = 10 q3 = 10 q4 = −−−
Iteration=9 q1 = 6.95 q2 = 39.3 q3 = 20.13 q4 = 13.42
Initial q1 = 0 q2 = 40 q3 = 40 q4 = −−−
Iteration=7 q1 = 6.95 q2 = 39.3 q3 = 20.13 q4 = 13.42
Table 2. Index joint angles with the Newton-Raphson method including joint coupling
Another approach for finger inverse kinematics is the optimization-based method. The hy-
pothesis is that the feasible space is small for fingers during grasping. The problem will be:
Given a point xp , find the joint angles qi to minimize
∥∥∥pi − xp
∥∥∥, and the joint angles should
lie in the limits as constraints. Therefore, the formulation is as follows
Find : qi
Minimize :
∥∥∥pi − xp
∥∥∥
Subject to : qiLj ≤ q
i
j ≤ q
iU
j (15)
A gradient-based optimizer Gill et al. (2002) is implemented to solve this problem.
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Table 3 shows the predicted joint angles for the optimization problem with different initial
values. The results show that the optimization problem always has a feasible solution regard-
less of the initial values. It also shows that and they are the same for all different cases and the
final solution is more reasonable than those obtained from the Newton-Raphson method.
Initial q1 = 0 q2 = 30 q3 = 30 q4 = 10
Solution q1 = 6.95 q2 = 39.22 q3 = 24.54 q4 = 6.24
Initial q1 = 0 q2 = 0 q3 = 0 q4 = 0
Solution q1 = 6.95 q2 = 39.36 q3 = 23.37 q4 = 8.47
Initial q1 = 0 q2 = 10 q3 = 10 q4 = 0
Solution q1 = 6.95 q2 = 39.22 q3 = 24.56 q4 = 6.22
Table 3. Index joint angles with the optimization-based method
9. Making a Decision
In this section we provide an example applying the Support Vector Machine (SVM) presented
in the last chapter. The example shown here can be extended to any case, without losing
generality. This example consists of putting an object in our virtual environment, in this case
a mug. If there are more objects in the virtual environment, the user chooses the mug. Based
on the functionality of mug, it has only two associated tasks, one is drinking and the other is
moving. The user in this case chooses between these two tasks. In this case, to simplify the
example, the known input parameters for this object are as follows, the others are 0:
Task
{
Drink = 1
Move = −1
Temperature
{
Hot = 1
Normal = −1
Weight
{
Heavy = 1
Normal = −1
We can add all the parameters, inherent to the object and described in Section 5.6, such a
shape, hand orientation, number of fingers, etc. The problem become a classification problem
between two classes.
y = hardlimg(WTp+ b)
If we choose x = 0, axis for classification and b = 0 the bias, the weight input vector is
WT = [1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0].
The output, or decision, is to grasp the side or grasp the handle. In this case, we found a
problem: if the mug is hot and the task is move, the virtual human cannot grasp the side of
the mug. For this reason, we need to connect these outputs to another preceptron and build
another output. Figure 13 shows the proposed network connected in parallel for the problem
of output that is not consistent with the inputs. In this case, the perceptrons connected in
parallel are p = t − 1, where t is the number of types of grasp inherent to the object in the
function of the task.
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Fig. 13. Perceptrons connected in parallel
10. Choosing Number of Fingers and Hands
In this example, the parameters for grasping are any of the three ways to grasp a mug: by the
side, top, or handle. The dimensions of the side to grasp are smaller than the hand length,
and the virtual human uses only one hand. For the number of fingers to use, the parameter
used for the first two types is ρ= 80 mm. From Chapter 5, the number of fingers is PL4, which
means the thumb and four fingers. When the decision is to grasp the handle, the parameter is
ρ = 50 mm and the finger number is PL3, that is, index, middle, ring, and thumb. This grasp
is shown in 8.
11. Grasping
The last action is grasping, once the user chooses the object among others in the virtual en-
vironment and the task, some objects only has designed for one task, or only there is one
object in the virtual environment, if there is more than one choice. After, the algorithm take
automatically makes a decision, choosing the number of fingers and hands, calculating the
wrist position and orientation, and calculating the angles of every joint in our 25-DOF model.
Wrists are connected with the upper body, and with this information SantosTM can grasp with
his whole body in a realistic posture.
Figure 14 shows the results of applying the task-oriented object semi-intelligent system for
grasping a mug. For this example, the three parameters drink, normal, and light, are choosen
randomly, without lost generality. We can leave it so the user chooses the task. Once the
decision is to grasp the handle, this is the result.
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Fig. 14. Grasping a mug
Other types of grasp for different types of tasks and parameters for amug are shown in Figures
15 and 16. Figure 15 makes a decision shows a grasp with power, and Figure 16 grasp shows
grasping the top with precision.
Similar process and results are shown in Figures 17 and 18 for a joystick. In this case, there are
only two tasks and the parameters are inherent to the joystick.
12. Conclusions
We have presented a novel theory for grasping based on the objects and their functionality.
When the object is selected for the user, it is associated with more parameters, which we
describe below. After the user chooses the task, the virtual human, if the object is feasible,
grasps with the type of grasp calculated as a function of the mathematical model. The new
concept in this chapter is that the virtual human can grasp autonomosly without the user once
the task is chosen. Support Vector Machine (SVM) theory, for a perceptron, was applied for
this autonomous grasp. The position and orientation of the hand or hands was calculated in
reference to the center of mass of the object. Angles for each finger were calculated with the
equations of forward and inverse kinematics for the novel 25-DOF hand model.
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Fig. 15. Grasping a mug; power grasp
Fig. 16. Grasping a mug; precision grasp
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Fig. 17. Grasping a joystick; power grasp
Fig. 18. Grasping a joystick; power grasp
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